Abstract

This paper presents a contextual model for software-intensive systems development to guide the adoption and adaptation of agile software development practices. This model was found especially useful when the project context departs significantly from the "agile sweet spot", i.e., the ideal conditions in which agile software development practices originated from, and where they are most likely to succeed, "out of the box". This is the case for large systems, distributed development environment, safety-critical systems, system requiring a novel architecture, or systems with an unorthodox business model or governance model.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Agility defined

Drawing from earlier definitions from Jim Highsmith [1] or from Steve Adolph and the OODA loop [2], we define agility as "the ability of an organization to react to changes in its environment faster than the rate of these changes." This definition uses the ultimate purpose or function of being agile for a business, rather than defining agility by a labeled set of practices (e.g., you’re agile when you do XP [3], Lean [4-6], or Scrum [7-9]) or by a set of properties defined in opposition to another set -- the agile manifesto approach [10]. This definition is not too far from that Kieran Conboy arrived at in his survey of agile process development literature [11].

An analogy could be the definition of a road. Would you define a road as something made of crushed rocks and tar, or define it as a surface that is black rather than white, flat rather than undulated, and with painted lines rather than monochrome? Or would you rather define a road as a component of a transportation system, allowing people and goods to be moved on the ground surface from point A to point B? And then let the properties or components of the road be derived from this, allowing some novel approaches in road design.

Note also that it is quite possible to adopt a labeled set of agile practices: Crystal [12], SCRUM, FDD [13], DSDM [14, 15], or a set of practices that perfectly conform to the agile manifesto [10] and not become agile. You would then "do agile", but you are not agile.

1.2 Agile methods successes

Agile software development methods do undoubtedly succeed in contexts that are identical or very similar to the contexts in which they have been initially created. As these contexts—the “agile sweet
spot" [16]—are very frequent in software development, representing more than 70% of all software being developed, this may have led sometimes their proponents to a certain complacency: thinking that their method has universal value, that its represents some ultimate recipe, the holy grail of software engineering.

Agile methods may fail in various ways when they are applied “out of the box”, i.e., with no or little adaptation, in contexts that are very far, at least on some dimension, from the context in which they have been originally created. Rather than an analysis of the root cause, this usually triggers screams of “you must have not done it right” by its proponents. And this again leads to discussions of “purity”, “scrumbut”, etc. [39].

Agile methods can be stretched with variable success outside of the context in which they have been created; for example, scaling them up to larger projects, or across distributed teams. In our experience, the contextual factors that have the greatest risks of derailing agile projects are:

- size
- large systems with a lack of architectural focus
- software development not driven by customer demand
- lack of support from surrounding stakeholders, traditional governance
- novice team
- very high constraint on some quality attribute (safety-critical system, real-time constraints).

As noted by many authors in the last few years [17, 18], we cannot just rely on acts of faith by eloquent process gurus to help us define the adequate process, or set of practices outside of the agile sweet spot. Cold-headed, impartial investigation is required. Such research is generally not very easy to conduct; it is often qualitative, rather than quantitative, it draws more from social sciences than computer science, not easy to publish, not easy to carve down to masters’ thesis bite size.

1.3 Overview of this paper

In this paper, drawing from our experience at Rational Software, and subsequently at KESL in consulting engagements with several organizations that have attempted to transition to agile software development methods, we present a contextual framework or model for situating agile practices. We define several factors characterizing software development context, which affect significantly the adoption of agile methods, especially when projects are outside of the “agile sweet spot” in which these methods have been defined and in which they operate at best. We describe four organizations that are developing software outside of this “sweet spot” and have run into difficulties applying agile software development methods “out of the box”. We compare our model with other similar proposals. The ultimate purpose of this work, however, is to provide means for organizations to rapidly configure their method, by providing guidance on what agile practice to use in which circumstances.

2 Context Defined

Real estate agents in North America will tell you that only 3 factors do matter in their business: “Location, location, and location.” For software process, we claim that only three factors matter: “context, context, and context.” In Voyage in the Agile Memeplex [19], we had stressed the necessity to put our processes in context, but did not defined what “context” meant. It is very unfortunate that too many advocates of agile development practice are preaching good practices, but completely removed from the context in which they were proven to be successful. It turns some of their followers, several levels of transmission down to become just blind bigots, sometimes rabid bigots (see [19] for this phenomenon and the down side of decontextualization).
2.1 Two levels of context

There are 2 sets of factors that make up the context, which can be partitioned roughly in 2 sets: factors that apply at the level of whole organization/company, and factors that apply at the level of the project. In small organizations, with few software development projects, this distinction does not apply, and all factors are on the same level.

The organization-level factors (environment conditions) do influence heavily the project-level factors, which in turn should drive the process and practices that should be used.
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**Fig. 1 – Environmental and project level context attributes**

2.2 Organizational level: environmental factors

A certain number of factors are attached to the organization developing software, more than to the particular software development project.

1. Business domain

For what domain of activity is this organization developing software? Web-based systems, aerospace embedded systems, small hand-held instrumentation? Is software development the primary business activity of the organization, or at the other end, are we dealing with the IT organization of a business for which software is not at all the primary output. This factor more than any of the other 4 will condition, or constrain many of the project-level factors. For example, aerospace or biomedical instrumentation projects tend to be safety-critical.

2. Number of instances

How many instances of the software system (large or small) will be actually deployed? Are you building one single system, a dozen, a thousand, or millions? One-off systems are often internal to an organization, or developed on demand by a system integrator.

3. Maturity of organization

How long has that organization been developing software? How mature are the processes (and the people) relative to software development? Is the organization a small start-up, an SME (small or medium enterprise) or a large multinational firm? A small start-up is more likely to focus on a single, commercial piece of software, or more rarely open-source.

4. Level of innovation

How innovative is the organization? Are you creators or early adopters of new ideas and technologies? Or treading on very traditional grounds? Large IT organizations or government agencies tend to be rather risk-adverse and rarely tread on unchartered territory.
5. Culture

In which culture are the projects immersed? We are speaking here of both national culture and corporate culture? What are the systems of values, beliefs and behaviours that will impact, support or interplay with the software development practices? [20-24]

2.3 Project-level context attributes: the octopus model

At the level of a given software development project, we've identify empirically eight key factors:

1. Size

The overall size of the system under development is by far the greatest factor, as it will drive in turn the size of the team, the number of teams, the needs for communication and coordination between teams, the impact of changes, etc. [25, 26]. Number of person-months, or size of the code, or development budget are all possible proxies for the size.

2. Stable architecture

Is there an implicit, obvious, de facto architecture already in place at the start of the project? Most projects are not novel enough to require a lot of architectural effort. They follow commonly accepted patterns in their respective domain. Many of the key architectural decisions are done in the first few days, by choice of middleware, operating system, programming languages, etc. [27] Some proponents of agile methods dismiss architecture at Big Up-Front Design, or YAGNI (You Ain’t Gonna Need It) [17, 28, 29] or confine it to a simple explanatory metaphor [3] (which is good, but not always sufficient).

3. Business model

What is the money flow? Are you developing an internal system, a commercial product, a bespoke system on contract for a customer, a component of a large system involving many different parties? Is it free, libre and open-source software (FLOSS)?

4. Team distribution

Linked often to the size of the project, how many teams are involved and are not collocated? This increases the need for more explicit communication and coordination of decisions, as well as more stable interfaces between teams, and between the software components that they are responsible for [30, 31]. Open-source development very often deals with scattered individuals, not teams.

5. Rate of change

Though agile methods are “embracing changes”, not all domains and system experience a very rapid pace of change in their environment. How stable is your business environment and how much risks (and unknowns) are you facing? There are still projects with very stable requirement definitions.

6. Age of system

Are we looking at the evolution of a large legacy system, bringing in turn many hidden assumptions regarding the architecture, or the creation of a new system with fewer constraints?

7. Criticality

How many people die or are hurt if the system fails? Documentation needs increase dramatically to satisfy external agencies who will want to make sure the safety of the public is assured [32-35].

8. Governance

How are projects started, terminated? Who decides what happens when things go wrong? How is success or failure defined? Who manage the software project managers? [36-38]
2.4 Relationship between the two sets of factors

As you can expect, the first set of factors (organizational level) impacts and constrains the second set. But there is still a wide range of variation in this second set inside any given organization, especially large software development shops (a.k.a. system integrators) offering “bespoke” software development services.

Fig.3 - Relationships between the 2 sets

If your business domain is “aerospace-onboard software”, this will pre-condition several project-context factors: criticality, size, business model, etc. This in turn will make some practices suitable or not, will influence amount and type of documentation, the “level of ceremony” required by a given project.

2.5 The agile sweet spot

Figure 4 shows, based on this model, the “agile sweet spot,” i.e., the conditions under which most "labelled" agile software development have been developed, and for which success is pretty much assured [16]. This would be the case for example of a web-based e-commerce site, built on dot-net technology by a small team, interacting with their customers.
3 Four Agile projects outside of the sweet spot

In our consulting practice we have come across 4 organizations in the last 10 years that have tried to embrace agile software development methods, but have run into difficulties [39]. We found in many cases that this was mostly because they were in some way outside of the “agile sweet spot”.

1. Project FIN

This large legacy software was being re-implemented in Java: 50 developers, collocated for about 18 months. Although progressing very well for the first 6 months using a combination of XP and Scrum, this project “hit a wall” after a while, mostly because of its failure to put in place a solid underlying architecture, driven by a naïve belief that a solid software architecture would gradually emerge as the result of bi-weekly refactorings.

2. Project FAC

A large factory automation project, with again a large amount of legacy software, it felt outside of the sweet spot on several other dimensions: safety-critical, very low rate of change, and no concept of “customer” to interact with, since many aspects are just related to physics. Software cannot be tested in real environment, and there is only one release opportunity per year.

3. Project FLY

Multiple inter-related legacy projects and “greenfield” projects, some deployed in the cockpit of aircraft, having to comply to the highest safety critical standards [32], and therefore requiring large amount of very detailed documentation, in particular traceability of artifacts, which run counter to the agile manifesto [10] and created cultural clashes in the development teams.

4. Project ANA

Small start-up company developing novel algorithms to support security trading, but not driven by customers’ demand, but driving the development internally based on models from physics, hence putting many of the agile practices at odds.

In each of these four projects, the way forward was defined the following pattern:

A) develop a clearer understanding of the contextual factors, using our model for example, allowed the project(s) to focus on what was specific to their project, and

b) specify the areas needing improvement from a software process perspective,
c) and finally select carefully the agile practices that would solve the issues they actually were facing, rather than blind application of a labeled agile methods in its totality, all practices lumped together; for example, all XP practices.

4 Review of other similar contextual models

Other authors have attempted to define the context of a software process, to define the main factors that affect the process they use/could use/would use. Let us examine a few such models in the agile adoption arena:

1. Boehm-Turner

In their book Balancing agility and discipline [39], Barry Boehm and Richard Turner used 5 factors to contrast software process/methods between what they call “plan-driven methods” and agile methods:

1. Size,
2. Criticality,
3. Personnel (their skill, know-how),
4. Dynamism (rate of change) and
5. Culture (of the team: thriving on chaos or on order).

Their 5 factors provided us with starting point, but we found that: a) they were mixing organization-level issues, with project-level issues, and b) they were lumping together too many aspects into the factors Personnel and Culture.

2. Cockburn & Crystal

In the Crystal family of processes [12], Alistair Cockburn defines different processes based on

1. Size,
2. Criticality, and

The first two are fully aligned with ours, but we found the 'Skills', which matches ‘Personnel’ in Boehm-Turner, difficult to use in practice. It is not quite a linear scale. We do capture some of it under “Maturity of the organization” however.

3. Ambler (IBM) and “Agile@Scale”

Closer to our views are those of Scott Ambler in Agility at Scale [40] which is summarized by his table reproduced in fig.5. We seem to cover mostly the main grounds, though with some small differences here and there, as shown in table 1. Scott Ambler seems to focus on scaling agility to larger projects, whereas I am mostly attempting to adjust to the context, regardless of the size or ambition.
Table 1 – Comparing Agile@Scale [40] and our contextual model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambler</th>
<th>Kruchten</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team Size</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Number of people or SLOCs or function points? Either one is a possible indicator of size, as they are strongly correlated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical Distribution</td>
<td>Team distribution</td>
<td>(Same concept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>Criticality</td>
<td>Not quite identical, but linked: critical system have to be compliant to standards and regulations: SOX [42], Cobit, [43], Basel II [43], or Do178B [32] depending on the industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization &amp; Culture</td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Rarely specific to one project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization distribution</td>
<td>Business model</td>
<td>(Same concept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application complexity</td>
<td>Stable architecture, Size</td>
<td>Could be also linked to innovation level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise discipline</td>
<td>Maturity of the organization</td>
<td>May vary across projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>(Same concept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of system</td>
<td></td>
<td>Issues with large legacy system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of change</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drives iteration duration, and the nature of the feedback loop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Future work

The authors and several colleagues have used the model in an ad hoc fashion, mostly applying judgement calls, and past (negative) experience to decide which practice could be used in a given combination of project factors. The ideal situation would be to build a kind of recommending system: a tool to which we would provide values for the 5 + 8 factors, that would give an indication of which practices are usable, which are not, which would require adaptation or special consideration, as the starting point for a process configuration. The main hurdle is to objectively populate such a table with reliable data, supported by evidence, and not just guts’ feelings, as the number of data points is rather large. A short list of agile practices would be about 40: short iterations, managing a backlog, daily stand-up meetings, test-driven development, continuous integration, etc. With only 3 or 4 values for each of the 8 factors in the “octopus” we have already a thousand data points. Some cases are easier than others: short iterations, or conducting retrospectives have rather wide applicability. Table 2 shows an embryo of what such a table could contain.

Table 2 – Guidance for process configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Criticality</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Rate of change</th>
<th>Age of system</th>
<th>…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily standup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair prog.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backlog</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metaphor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly re-release to users</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More agile practices...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- Practice is not affected by the factor
- Practice needs caution or adaptation
- Practice not useful, or require considerable adaptation
- Practice to avoid, could be dangerous or counterproductive
- Not enough evidence to conclude

Even in this simple form, the table generates lots of discussions and controversies, and each non-green cell must have an explanation, or rationale, and some caveats. So it should not be used as some kind of prescription, but more as a way to focus the reflection and discussion on the value of practices. Fortunately, as agile methods have crossed the chasm and become mainstream, there is a growing body of evidence to draw from, in particular experience reports, such as the ones collected through agile conference [45, 46], even though many tend to be heavily biased towards the “green”, and complemented by studies of researchers, looking at the impact of going outside the sweet spot [47], or just plain old critiques of agile methods [48]. It should be useful to also submit non-agile practices to the same filter.

6 Conclusion

In assisting software organization adopting agile software development processes, we found valuable to first define the context using our model with several factors, then understand in which dimension(s) the project felt outside of an ideal agile sweet spot, and then in turn drive the adoption and possible adaptation of agile practices to this context, rather than a forced-fit, en-bloc adoption of all practices falling under a certain agile label, in the sometimes naïve hope that it will cure all ills. But again, agility should not be defined in terms of practices, but as the ability of an organization to react to changes in its environment faster than the rate of these changes.
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